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Choose two games. Say why you would buy one  
game and wouldn’t buy the other.

cool difficult

cute

exciting boring

fantastic awfulfun

sports fantasy animal

1. I would buy  Explore a fantasy world                 

because it looks  exciting and fun                . 

I like  fantasy                    games.

2. I wouldn’t buy  Perfect Pets             because 

it looks  awful and boring                      .  

I don’t like  animal                       games.

Describe the picture.

This is a picture of a  football stadium                  . Lots of people  are watching                     

the game. A boy  is drinking                      a bottle of lemonade. A girl  is eating                     a 

burger. A girl  is waving                       a scarf. A man  is shouting                       at the players.

Look at the picture and write questions about the people.

1.  Is the boy eating                 an apple? – Yes, he is. (eat)

2.  Is the man drinking                coke? – No, he isn’t. (drink)

3.  Is the girl talking             to a friend? – Yes, she is. (talk)

4.  Are they sitting       in the stadium? – No, they aren’t. (sit)

5.  Are they singing             songs? – No, they aren’t. (sing)

6. Where  are they going                    ? – To the train. (go)

watch

eat

shout

drink

wave

football stadium
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Ziel 2: Ich kann ein Bild beschreiben.

Ziel 3: Ich kann fragen, was jemand gerade tut.

Ziel 1: Ich kann sagen, ob mir ein Computerspiel gefällt.
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An experiment

Some people can’t stop looking at their phones 
even when they’re walking on a busy road. As 
an experiment a city has put a white line so

that people who are texting or talking on their 
phones have their own part of the road.

“People on their phones always walk into other 
people on the road. They don’t look where they 
are going. We have to help children and older 
people on the roads,” said Michael Rayner, who 
did the experiment.

Some people don’t think it is a good idea. Irene 
Sands lives near the road. She said, “I think it’s 
silly. When people write text messages, they 
don’t look where they are walking. Then they 
don’t see which part they are walking on.”

Read the text. Then tick  the right box.
right wrong

1. A city has told people to stop using phones.

2. There is a white line on the road.

3. People on their phones want to walk into people.

4. The city helps children and older people.

5. Everyone thinks it’s a great idea.
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Lies dir die Regeln durch und sage deinem Großvater auf Deutsch, was er beachten muss.

FORUm

Internet Forum Rules
1. Be polite to everyone. Bullies will have to leave the forum.
2. Something upsets you? E-mail the administrator.
3. Do not write the same thing again and again.
4. Think before you write something.

1.   Man muss zu jedem höflich sein, sonst muss man das Forum verlassen.  

 

2.   Wenn man ein Problem hat, kann man dem Administrator eine E-Mail schreiben.  

 

3.  Man soll nicht immer dasselbe schreiben. 

4.  Man soll nachdenken, bevor man etwas schreibt. 
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Ziel 4: Ich kann Nachrichten verstehen.

Ziel 5: Ich kann Informationen aus einem Internetforum weitergeben.
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